SECTION 20. REQUIREMENTS FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

COURSE REQUIREMENTS. The Master of Public Administration degree is offered by the Department of Political Science and administered by the Center for Public Affairs and Administration. The M.P.A. program requires 57 to 62 credit hours of classwork, divided as follows: 36 to 39 credit hours in the core courses and 21 to 23 credit hours in the area of concentration. A concluding research paper (three credit hours) is required, as is an internship for students without appropriate administrative experience (four credit hours). With committee approval, a student may write a thesis (nine credit hours) in lieu of a research paper and six credit hours in the area of concentration. Credit hour waivers for up to 15 credit hours (for core/electives) of the amount normally required, and waiver of the internship, are allowable upon student supervisory committee approval. Reasons for waivers must be based upon the student’s prior or current related experience or graduate education.

STUDENT ADVISING. Initial advising is by the Program Manager. The resultant tentative program for the first phase of the student’s study is reviewed by the M.P.A. Director. Before the end of 20-25 hours of course work, the student should have requested formation of a supervisory committee, representing two departments at the university, one of which must be Political Science. The committee approves the completion of the prerequisite, approves allowable waivers to program requirements, gives general guidance, approves the internship and evaluates the internship work, approves elective coursework in the specialty, administers the comprehensive examination, directs and approves the thesis or research paper project, and administers the oral defense.

TIME LIMITS. Work for the M.P.A. degree may be completed within two consecutive full-time calendar years. However, work toward the M.P.A. degree is acceptable if competed within four consecutive calendar years. Time extensions beyond this must be approved by the supervisory committee and the dean of the Graduate School.

AMPILICATION FOR CANDIDACY. During their fourth quarter of work for the degree, students should file with the chairperson of their supervisory committee an "Application for Admission to Candidacy for the Master's Degree." Applications must be approved by the student’s supervisory committee and the dean of the Graduate School.

EXAMINATIONS. A written or oral comprehensive examination (student’s choice) and an oral defense of the research paper or thesis are required. Both are administered by the supervisory committee. The comprehensive should be taken upon completion of the M.P.A. classes. The final oral defense should be completed as soon as feasible following the submission of the thesis or research paper to the supervisory committee.

LANGUAGE. There is no language requirement for the M.P.A. degree.

RESEARCH PAPER OR THESIS. Each candidate for the M.P.A. must complete an approved research paper (three credit hours) or a thesis (nine credit hours). Normally, the research paper is an

INTERNSHIP. CANDIDATES FOR THE M.P.A. DEGREE ARE EXPECTED TO COMPLETE A SIX-MONTH, FULL-TIME INTERNSHIP OR ITS EQUIVALENT IN A PUBLIC ADMINISTRATIVE CAPACITY. THE PURPOSE OF THE INTERNSHIP IS TO GIVE STUDENTS AN OPPORTUNITY TO GAIN EXPERIENCE IN THEIR CHOSEN FIELDS, AND TO SPEED THE TRANSITION FROM STUDENT TO PRACTITIONER. THE INTERNSHIP SHOULD PROVIDE A TEXT OF KNOWLEDGE ACQUIRED DURING COURSEWORK; AND IT SHOULD EXPOSE THE STUDENT TO THE VARIABLES OF ADMINISTRATION, INCLUDING MANAGEMENT STYLE, THE POLITICS OF ORGANIZATION, PERSONNEL PROBLEMS, BUDGET AND FINANCIAL ISSUES, AND INTERPERSONAL COMPLEXITIES IN ORGANIZED LIFE. IT SHOULD HELP THE STUDENT LEARN FROM VARIOUS OPPORTUNITIES, PERSONAL PREFERENCES FOR WORK ENVIRONMENT, AND PROFESSIONAL EXPECTATIONS ON THE JOB. FINALLY, IT SHOULD GIVE THE STUDENT EXPERIENCE IN THE FORMULATION AND ANALYSIS OF PUBLIC POLICY. THUS, THE STUDENT SHOULD SERVE AS AN ASSISTANT TO AN ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER AND HAVE ACCESS TO THE POLICY-MAKING PROCESS OF THE ORGANIZATION.
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